
Chapter 6

Spectre Analog Simulator

THE SIMULATION described in Chapter 4 is eitherbehavioral simula-
tion where the Verilog describes high-level behaviors in a software-
like style, orswitch level simulation where the circuit is expanded

all the way to transistors that are modeled as perfect switches using built-in
Verilog transistor-switch models. A more accurate simulation would try to
model the transistors as analog devices and use as much detail as possi-The FORTRAN history

of Spice is why even
today the input files for
analog simulators are
called “spice decks.”
That term goes back to
the punched card decks
that were used for input
to these FORTRAN
programs.

ble in that analog model to as accurately as possible reflect the real electri-
cal behavior of the transistor network. Analog simulators of this sort can
generally trace their background to a simulator calledSpice that was orig-
inally developed at Berkeley in the early 1970’s. Through the early 1980’s
Spice was still written in FORTRAN, and you can actually still obtain the
Spice2G6 FORTRAN code from Berkeley if you look around carefully
enough. Spice3 was the first C-language version in 1985. Since escap-
ing from Berkeley there have been many commercial versions of Spice and
Spice-like programs includingHspice, Pspice, IS Spice, andMicrocap.

The analog simulator integrated into theCadence framework is called Note that the simulator
described in this chapter
is Spectre and not
SpectreS which is an
older version with a
socket interface.
Depending on which
version of the NCSU
CDK you are using,
SpectreS may be the
default, and you may
have to modify the
NCSU Analog Parts
library for Spectre as
described in the
appendices.

Spectre. It is similar toSpice in terms of simulating the analog behavior
of the transistors, and it even accepts “spice decks” as input in addition to
it’s own Spectre format. It operates slightly differently internally and is
claimed to be a little faster thanSpice. From your point of view they are
essentially identical simulators though. They take the same input decks and
produce the same waveform outputs that show the analog behavior of the
circuit network.

An important thing to keep in mind is that while the Verilog simulations
used abstract logical 0 and 1 signals for inputs and outputs, analog simula-
tions with Spectre will use analog voltages for inputs and outputs. Thus,
you now need to be concerned with things like what voltage the power sup-
ply is set to, what the voltages should be to be considered a logic 1 or logic
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Figure 6.1: The analog simulation environment for a circuit (DUT)

0, what the slope of changing inputs should be, and other analog electronic
considerations.

The overall simulation environment for analog simulation of a circuit is
very similar to the DUT/testbench model from Chapter 4. The circuit you
would like to simulate is theDevice Under Test or DUT, and you need to
construct some sort of testbench circuit around the DUT to provide inputs
and sense outputs. The general form of this DUT/testbench approach is
shown in Figure 6.1 (compare to Figure 4.1). For analog simulation the
inputs need to be described in terms of analog voltages, and the outputs will
be returned in terms of analog voltages.

In this chapter we’ll see four different ways to use theSpectre simulator
as it is integrated with the otherCadence tools. The first three techniques
aretransient simulations of how the circuit behaves over time, and the fourth
is a static simulation of DC operating points of the circuit. One main dif-
ference between these two types of simulation is that in the transient case
the inputs and outputs are described as voltages over time, and in the static
case the inputs and outputs are defined as static single voltages. In practice
these static operating points are swept through a range of voltages to gen-
erate curves of, for example,Vin versusVout or Vin versusIout. The four
examples of analog simulation in this chapter are:

1. Transient simulation of a transistor-level schematic described inCom-
poser.

2. Transient simulation of a transistor-level schematic where some of
the cells have extracted views from the layout and include more in-
formation about the physical layout of the transistors and parasitic
capacitance from the layout for more accuracy.

3. Transient mixed-mode analog/digital simulation where part of the cir-
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cuit is simulated at the switch or behavioral level with a Verilog simu-
lator and part is simulated at the analog level withSpectre. This can
be very useful for simulating a critical component in the framework
of a larger system without simulating the entire system at the analog
level.

4. Static DC operating point simulations of individual circuits.

6.1 Simulating a Schematic (Transient Simulation)

To demonstrate the simplest mode ofSpectre simulation we’ll use the
NAND gate from Chapter 3, Section 3.3, Figure 3.12. The symbol for this
NAND gate was shown in Figure 3.14. To simulate this gate we’ll need to
open a new schematic and add some analog components so that the sim-
ulator will know about the analog environment in which to simulate the
NAND. What we’re aiming for is to generate analog input waveforms that
will stimulate the NAND through all possible input combinations. In Chap-
ter 4 this was done with a testbench Verilog program. For analog simulation
we will construct a testbench circuit inComposer that includesvoltage
sources to define the power supply and the input signals. Voltage sources
are statements inSpectre input decks that define voltages in the circuit to
be simulated. We will instantiate them as schematic components and they
will be extracted into the simulator input deck by the netlister. Commonly
used voltage sources in theNCSU Analog Parts library include:

vdc: A static DC voltage source at a user-defined voltage.

vpulse: A voltage source that generates voltage pulse streams. The user
can control aspects of the pulse including delay, pulse width, period,
rise time, fall time, and other parameters.

vpwl: A piecewise linear voltage source. The voltage is defined as a set of
linear segments that define the output voltage waveform. The syntax
is a series of time/voltage pairs that define the vertices of the piece-
wise linear waveform.

vpwlf: A piecewise linear voltage source that takes its waveform definition
(time/voltage pairs) from a file.

vsin: A sine wave voltage generator. The user can set the frequency, ampli-
tude, and other parameters of the output.

vexp: A voltage source that generates a single pulse consisting of an expo-
nentially defined rise and an exponentially defined fall.
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Figure 6.2: Component parameters for thevdc voltage source

For the NAND example test circuit we’ll start with a new schematic,
include a copy of the NAND gate (the DUT), and then usevdc andvpulse
voltage sources for the testbench circuit. Open a new schematic, I’ll call
minenand-test, and add an instance of the NAND gate from your libraryRemember to include an

Asize frame from
UofU Sheets around

your schematic!

(or from theUofU Digital v1 1 library if you haven’t designed one yet).

Now along with this NAND gate you’ll need some analog components
from theNCSU Analog Parts library. To let Spectre know about theNote that the vdd and

gnd symbols actually
connect the nets to the
global vdd! and gnd!

labels so that power and
ground can be

referenced globally in
the hierarchy through

this one vdc connection.

power supply you need to include avdd and agnd component. These are
in the Supply Nets category in theNCSU Analog Parts library. Go to
the Voltage Sourcescategory inNCSU Analog Parts and add avdc DC
voltage source. When you instantiate this part, or by using theq hot key
later, you should set the DC voltage on this component to be5 v as seen
in Figure 6.2. The top connection of thevdc The top terminal of thevdc
component should be connected to thevdd symbol and the bottom terminal
should be connected to thegnd symbol. This indicates that for this simu-
lation there should be a five volt power supply (5 v DC betweenvdd and
gnd).

To generate the input waveforms I’ll use twovpulsevoltage sources. By
defining them to have the same pulse width and period, but delaying one of
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Figure 6.3: Component parameters for thevpulsevoltage source

the pulses, I can generate all input combinations of high and low voltages
to the inputs of the NAND gate. The parameter dialog box for thevpulse
voltage source is seen in Figure 6.3 where you can see the settings for one
of these components. The othervpulsecomponent is the same except that
it has 5ns of delay before the pulses start.

Finally, I’ll connect the NAND gate (DUT) to a capacitor to simulate
the effect of driving into a capacitive output load. Another approach to this
would be to add other gates to the output of the DUT to simulate driving into
specific other gates. I’ll add acap component from theR L C category in
theNCSU Analog Parts library and give it a relatively huge capacitance of
1pf. The finalnand-testschematic looks like Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic for the nand-test DUT/testbench circuit
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Figure 6.5:Virtuoso Analog Environment control window

6.2 Simulation with the Spectre Analog Environment

Starting with yournand-testschematic open inComposer, select theTools
→ Analog Environment menu choice. This will bring up aVirtuoso Ana-
log Design Environmentdialog box as shown in Figure 6.5. You should
see theLibrary , Cell, andView already filled in. If not, or if you’d actually
like to simulate a different schematic, you can change this with theSetup→
Designmenu in theAnalog Environment. The othersetupoptions should
be set for you. We’ll be using theSpectresimulator, and theModel Path
should be set to point to the generic nominal transistor models for the class
(ami06.scsin the class directory). At some point you may wish to point
to a different set of models to get models for worst-case (slow) processes
corners, or to use models from a specific MOSIS fabrication run. You can
set the path to other models that you want to use using theSetup→ Model
Libraries menu.

Now selectAnalysis→ Choose...in theAnalog Environment or click
on the . Selecttran for a transient analysis, and make sure to fill in theStop
Time to let the simulator know how long the simulation should run. I’ll fill
this in to300nfor 300 nanoseconds of simulation. This dialog box is shown
in Figure 6.6.

Now you need to select which circuit nodes you would like to see plot-
ted in the output waveform. The easiest way to do this is to select the nodes
that you’d like to have plotted by clicking on them in the schematic. Select
theOutputs → To Be Plotted→ Select on Schematicmenu choice. The
Status shown in the top of yourComposer window should now saySe-
lecting outputs to be plotted...Select the wires (nodes) that you’d like to
see in your output waveform by clicking. I’ll select thea andb inputs to the
NAND, and theout output nodes. Note that the wires change color in the
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Figure 6.6: Choosing Analysis dialog box

schematic to indicate that they’ve been selected, and they also appear in the
outputs pane of theAnalog Design Environmentcontrol window.

Now that you’ve chosen the design to simulate, the type of simulationOne way to get a
runaway simulation is to

forget the n in the
description of the time

to simulate. If you’re
simulating for 300s
instead of 300ns the

simulation may take a
long time!

(transient, 300ns), and the outputs to be plotted, you can start the simulation
by selectingSimulation → Netlist and Run from the menu, or theNetlist
and Run widget which looks like a traffic light with a green light. When
you run the simulation you’ll see the simulation log in theCIW . If there are
any issues with the simulation the warning and error messages will show up
here. If the simulation completes you’ll see the elapsed time in theCIW , a
Spectre window that shows the log results of running the simulation, and a
waveform window will open up with the results that you specified plotted.
TheSpectre log window looks like that in Figure 6.7.

For our NAND example the waveform window initially looks like that
in Figure 6.8. It’s a little confusing because all the waveforms are layered
on top of each other. This is great if you want to see the details of one
waveform in relation to another, but mostly it’s just confusing. To fix this
you can move tostrip chart mode by using theAxis → Strips menu or
using thestrip chart mode widget which looks like four white bars. This
will separate the waveforms so that each one is in its own strip. Now the
waveform viewer looks like that in Figure 6.9. You can see the inputs in the
top two strips (pink and purple in this example). These inputs are generated
by the twovpulsevoltage sources. The output is shown in the bottom strip
in yellow. Because of the huge capacitance I put in thetest-nandschematic
the output has a shape characterized by the exponential behavior of an output
transistor charging a large capacitance. Using theZoom menu option I can
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Figure 6.7: Spectre log window for the NAND simulation
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Figure 6.8: Initial Waveform Output Window

zoom in to look at the waveforms more carefully as in Figure 6.10.

You should experiment with the waveform window to see how you can
use it to measure and compare waveforms. Some helpful tools aremarkers
which are vertical or horizontal cursors that can be moved around in the
waveforms and used to measure the curves, andzoom to change what part
of the waveforms you are looking at.

You can place markers in the schematic using theMarker → Place→
Vert Marker or Horiz Marker menus. Markers are vertical or horizontal
lines that you can place in the schematic which will measure points on the
waveforms as you move them around. As an example I’ll place two vertical
markers in the waveform. These markers will be labeledM0 andM1. You
can move them around with the left mouse button (the cursor changes to
<> when you hover near them). Make sure that when you select a location
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Figure 6.9: Waveform Output Window in Strip Mode
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Figure 6.10: Waveform Output Window: Zoomed View
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Figure 6.11: Waveform Output with Markers

for the marker that you select inside the trace that you want to see. This will
attach the vertical voltage marker on that trace. If you want to change the
trace that a maker is associated with you can pick up the trace, move it off
the right side of the screen, and then move back into the trace you want to
see. Figure 6.11 shows the trace with two output markers inserted. You can
use both horizontal and vertical markers to measure the waveforms.

6.3 Simulating with a Config View

In the previous section, the NAND gate was simulated by making a sepa-
rate schematic that included the NAND (the DUT) and a testbench circuitRecall that the

analog extracted view
is generated only after
LVS succeeds! See
Chapter 5, Section 5.6.1.

around that NAND instance, then simulating that schematic with Spectre.
This works very well if what you want to simulate is theschematic (or
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cmossch) view of the NAND. That is, the schematic that contains the tran-
sistor level netlist. But, as you’ve seen in Chapter 5, you can also have a
layout view, and from the layout view you can generate anextracted andThe analog extracted

view is essentially the
same as the extracted

view, but with additional
information about power

supply connections for
simulation.

ananalog extractedview of the same cell. Theanalog extractedview has
additional information about the circuit that is useful for simulation such as
parasitic capacitance of the wires, exact layout dimensions of the transistors,
etc. In order to simulate theanalog extracted view you need a way to tell
Spectre (through theAnalog Environment) which view you really want
to simulate.

Imagine that you have anand-test schematic like that shown in Fig-
ure 6.4. If you make that schematic into yet another view, called aconfig
view, then you can use thatconfig view to select which underlying view of
the NAND you’d like to simulate: thecmosschor theanalog extracted.

One way to do this is by making yet another view called aconfig view
of the testbench cell. To make aconfig view you need aschematicview
to start with. I’ll use the existingnand-test schematic. Now, in theLi-
brary Manager selectFile → New→ Cell View. Fill in the Cell Nameas
nand-testand theView Nameasconfig. This should automatically select
Hierarchy-Editor as theTool. See Figure 6.12. In theNew Configura-
tion window that pops up selectUse Template. In theUse Templatedialog
selectSpectreas the template name and clickOK . Back in theNew Con-
figuration dialog you will see that theGlobal Bindings and other fields
have been filled in. Make sure that theLibrary andCell are filled in with
your schematic name, and change theView from myView to schematic.
Figure 6.13 shows this dialog after this has been done. ClickOK to create
theconfigview.

What you see for theconfigview is the cell described in theHierarchy
Editor . The initial window is seen in Figure 6.14. You can see that the
nand-testcell is defined by five components from theNCSU Analog Parts
library (cap, nmos, pmos, vdc,andvpulse) that haveSpectreSviews), a
nand2 component from myUofU Example library (with acmosschview),
and the top-levelnand-testschematic (aschematicview). This is just a list
of all the cells in the hierarchy. A better view is to change the view to the
tree view usingView→ tree. TheHierarchy Editor window with thetree
view is shown in Figure 6.15.

In thetree view you can see each of the components at the top level, and
by expanding thenand2 component you can see the transistors that are in
that component’s level of the hierarchy. Now select thenand2 component.
Right click onnand2 and in the pop-up menu selectSet Instance View→
analog extracted. In theHierarchy Editor window you now see that the
View to Usefield of thenand2 component now saysanalog extracted in
blue. Update theconfig view with View → Update, File → Saveand you
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Figure 6.12:Create New Filedialog for theconfigview

Figure 6.13:New Configuration dialog box
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Figure 6.14: Hierarchy Editor view fornand-test(table view)
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Figure 6.15: Hierarchy Editor view fornand-test(tree view)
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have saved a new view that will use theanalog extracted view instead of
thecmosschview when you useSpectre.

After closing theHierarchy editor I now have two views of mynand-
test cell: schematicand config. If I double click on theconfig view to
open it, I get a choice of whether to open theschematicalong with it. If I
do this, and selectTools→ Analog Environment as I did in the previous
section, you can see that theAnalog Design Environment dialog opens
up just like in the last section (Figure 6.5), but this time theView is set
to beconfig. If you follow the same steps for simulation you will get the
same waveform output, but this time it will have been theanalog extracted
view that was simulated because that’s the view you specified in theconfig
view through theHierarchy editor . You can use this technique in a large
schematic to select any combination of (simulatable) views that you want for
each of the components. For this example it makes almost no difference in
the simulation results, but for a larger circuit the difference can be significant
because of the additional information in theanalog extracted view that is
not in thecmosschview.

6.4 Mixed Analog/Digital Simulation

The most detailed and accurate simulation in this flow is analog simulation
using Spectre. This very detailed simulation of every transistor in your
design gives you timing results that are within a few percent of the fabri-
cated chip. Of course, it’s alsovery slow, especially for large chips. It’s
also difficult to use thevpulse andvpwl components to generate complex
data streams for digital circuits. However, if you really want good timingEven more detailed

simulation is possible
that includes 3-d

transistor and
interconnect models,

field-solvers for
understanding the effects

of changing signals,
localized heating, and

many other effects, but
they’re beyond the scope

of this flow.

information about your chip, there’s no substitute for analog simulation of
the whole chip!

Luckily, there is a compromise between full analog simulation and purely
functional simulation.Cadence is designed to do mixed mode simulation
where part of your design is simulated usingVerilog-XL or NC Verilog and
part is simulated usingSpectre. You can use this capability for a variety of
simulation tasks.

1. You can simulate circuits that are actually mixed mode circuits. That
is, systems that have both analog and digital components like a suc-
cessive approximation ADC.

2. You can simulate large digital systems by simulating most of the cir-
cuit using a Verilog simulator, but specify that certain critical parts
are simulated using the analog simulator for more accuracy.
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3. You can simulate the entire system with the analog simulator, but have
a small set of digital components in your testbench file so that you
can write the testbench in Verilog instead of usingvpulse andvpwl
components.

Cadence does this sort of simulation through theconfig view that was
described in the previous section. It also automatically installsinterface el-
ements between the digital and analog portions of the design (they’re called
a2dandd2a), and automatically interfaces the two simulators.

To set up for mixed mode simulation you need a top-level schematic that
includes your DUT, and also components that drive the input and deliver the
outputs. In the top-level schematic for the pureSpectre case the inputs were
driven by analog voltage sources. Because we want to drive the inputs from
Verilog in this case, the inputs should be driven by digital sources. Because
the mixed-mode simulator wants to include interface elements between the
digital and analog parts of the circuit, I’m going to include two inverters in
a row driving the inputs, and two inverters in a row for the output signals.
This will let me make one of these inverters digital (so that it can be driven
from Verilog) and the second inverter can be analog (so that it will provide
an analog signal to the NAND gate DUT). If there are inputs to your DUT
that you want to be driven from analog voltage sources you can also include
those in this test schematic. Because part of the simulation is analog, you
also need to include thevdc for the power supply connection in any case.
Themixed-testschematic is shown in Figure 6.16.

Create a config view of your testbench schematic as if you were doing
an analog simulation. When you get to theNew Configuration dialog box,
use a template to set things up. To set up for mixed mode simulation use the
SpectreVerilog template (remember to change the view to schematic). The
main difference from thisconfig view and theconfig view used for pure
Spectre is that theView List andStop List include some Verilog views
because part of the circuit will be simulated as Verilog.

Now you have a config view that describes each instance in the schematic
and what view to use to simulate it. The trick to mixed mode simulation is
to specify a view for some cells that results in analog simulation, and a view
for other cells that results in digital (Verilog) simulation for those cells. Note
that you’re making this choice for a tree of cells. If you make a choice for
a cell, all cells under that cell inherit that choice unless you descend into
the hierarchy and override that decision. From the initialHierarchy Editor
view (Figure 6.17) you can see that every component has thebehavioral
view selected initially so the entire simulation will be digital Verilog simu-
lation (this is thetree viewof theconfigview).

Before we change the partitioning of the circuit to make some of the
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Figure 6.16: Test schematic for the mixed-mode NAND (DUT) simulation

components simulated bySpectre we have to make sure that the mixed-
mode simulator can find the interface elements that it wants to put between
the digital and analog portions of the circuit. If you have just created the
configview you’ll need to close the view, and re-open the sameconfigview
from the library manager. This time if you selectyes for both theconfig
andschematicviews you’ll get both windows at the same time. Switch the
Hierarchy Editor to tree view, and in the schematic window selectTools
→ Mixed Signal Ops to get a few new menu choices in theComposer
window.

In theComposer schematic window select theMixed-Signal→ Inter-
face Elements→ Default Options menu choice to get the dialog box. In
this box, update theDefault IE Library Name to beNCSU Analog Parts
(see Figure 6.18). Now you can selectMixed-Signal → Interface Ele-
ments→ Library to change the default characteristics of the interface ele-
ments. For example, theoutput d2a devices have rising and falling slopes,
and high and low voltages defined so that they know how to take digital
signals and generate analog versions. For theinput devices you can set at
what analog voltage thea2d thinks the value is a logic 0 or a logic 1, and
the max amount of time ana2d can remain between a logic 1 and logic 0
before it reports an X to the digital simulator. The defaults will probably
work fine, but this is where you change things if you want to. Figures 6.19
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Figure 6.17: Mixed modeconfigview for mixed-nand
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Figure 6.18: Interface Library Dialog Box

and Figure 6.20 show the default values.

Once you have things set up, you can change the partitioning by chang-
ing how theconfig view looks at each circuit. In this case I’ll change the
inverters closest to the DUT (the NAND gate) to use analog simulation, and
choose analog simulation for DUT itself machine. I’ll be able to apply in-
puts to the test circuit using Verilog to drive thea andb signals. I can see
the analog output onaout and the digital output as the output of the second
output inverter (which is simulated with Verilog)dout.

In my schematic, inverters I1, I4 and I5 are the ones closest to the DUTNote that if you select
the inverters in the

config view they are also
highlighted in the
schematic view.

(NAND). I’ll change theirView to Use to cmossch (using a right-mouse
andSet Instance View) so that the netlister sill expand them, and change
their inherited view list to bespectre so that the netlister will stop only
when it finds that view (which is an analog view according to the Analog
Stop List). TheView to Useis updated by right-clicking the component and
using the menu. TheInherited View List is updated by clicking on the field
and then typingspectreby hand.

I’ll leave the other inverters as is (using thebehavioral view) so that
they’ll be simulated by the Verilog simulator. For thenand2 DUT block,
I’ll change it to aanalog-extractedview, andspectre for the Inherited
View List so that it’s also simulated withspectre, but with the extracted
parasitics. Note that if the DUT had more structure, that is it was com-
posed of a hierarchy ofschematicand cmossch views I would I would
needschematic, cmosschandspectrein the Inherited View List so that
the netlister will continue to expand the schematic views until it finally gets
to aspectrestopping view. The config now look like Figure 6.21. Update
the view usingView → Update, and save theconfig view before moving
on.

You can now go back to the schematic view and click onmixed-Signal
→ Display Partition → All Active to see the partitioning that you’ve spec-
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Figure 6.19:d2a interface element parameters
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Figure 6.20:a2d interface element parameters

ified. As you can see in the schematic (Figure 6.22), the components high-
lighted in orange will be simulated with Verilog and the components high-
lighted in red will be simulated withSpectre. The mixed-signal support
process has addedd2a and a2d components between the simulation do-
mains for you (shown in blue in the schematic view).

Now in theComposer schematic you can selectTools→ Analog En-
vironment to start the mixed mode simulation. This will look just like the
dialog box in Figure 6.5 but will haveconfig as theView to simulate. Be-
fore you start the rest of the analog simulation process, you need to change
which simulator will be used. SelectSetup→ Simulator/Directory/Host
and change theSimulator to spectreVerilogso that the analog environment
knows that you’re going to use both analog and Verilog simulators. If you’re
using different transistor models than the class defaults make sure you up-
date themodel path with theSetup→ Model Libraries menu. Also, you
may want to check in theSetup→ Environment menu, in theVerilog
Netlist Option sub-form, make sure you’re usingVerimix as theGenerate
Test Fixture Template type and thatDrop Port Range, Netlist SwitchRC
andPreserve Busesare all selected. These should be selected by default
but it’s worth a minute to check.

Now you need to edit your digital testbench code (as you did in Chap-
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Figure 6.21: Mixed-modeconfigview with analog/Verilog partitioning
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Figure 6.22: Themixed-testschematic showing analog/digital partitioning
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// Vermix stimulus file.
// Default verimix stimulus.

initial
begin

a = 1’b0;
b = 1’b0;

#10 $display("ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $display("Error - that’s wrong!");

a=1;
#10 $display("ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $display("Error - that’s wrong!");

b=1;
#10 $display("ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 0) $display("Error - that’s wrong!");

a=0;
#10 $display("ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $display("Error - that’s wrong!");

end

Figure 6.23: The digital testbench for the mixed-nand simulation

ter 4). SelectSetup→ Stimului →Digital to make your Verilog Testbench.
My example testbench is shown in Figure 6.23. It looks just like a pure Ver-
ilog testbench, but the “guts” of the simulation of the DUT (the NAND gate)
will have been done in theSpectre analog simulator.

This testbench includes Verilog delays that in total last for 40ns so the
transient analysis inSpectre had better go for at least that long. I’ll choose
a transient analysis of 100ns for this example just to be safe. I’ll choose
analog signals to be plotted by selecting them on the schematic just like in
the previous cases, but for fun I’ll also select the digital inputs and outputs.
Then I can start the simulation. After switching the display toStrip Chart
Mode you can see in Figure 6.24 that the digital waveforms are output at
the top, and the analog waveforms are plotted in the bottom three strips.
By clicking and dragging the digital waveforms over the top of the analog
waveforms I can also generate a waveform like that in Figure 6.25 where
the digital waveforms are superimposed on the analog waveforms. In this
Figure you can see that the analog inputs to the DUT are delayed because
they have to go through two inverters, and the analog output is delayed
through a pair of inverters before it becomes the digital output.

The next question you might have is: Where did the$display outputs
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Figure 6.24: Results of the mixed-mode simulation ofmixed-test
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Figure 6.25: Rearranged results of the mixed-mode simulation
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Switching from DC to transient. VERILOG time 0 (units of 100ps) corresponds to spectre time 0.

Message! At the end of DC initialization the logic values
of the following ports are X (unknown):

net16
net18

[Mixed_Sig]
"IE.verimix", 4: ...

ab = 00, out = 1
ab = 10, out = 1
ab = 11, out = 0
ab = 01, out = 1
Verilog/spectre Interface: 165 messages sent, 167 messages received.
0 simulation events (use +profile or +listcounts option to count) + 29 accelerated events
CPU time: 0.0 secs to compile + 0.0 secs to link + 3.6 secs in simulation
End of Tool: VERILOG-XL 05.81.001-p Aug 23, 2006 10:58:39

Figure 6.26:$displayoutput from themixed-testsimulation

go? They went into a very distant file. Specifically, they went into:

<your-cadence-dir>/simulation/<schName>/spectreVerilog/config/netlist/digital/verilog.log.

In this directory path<your-cadence-dir > is the name of the di-
rectory from which you startedCadence, and<schName> is the name
of the schematic that you were simulating (mixed-test in this case). If you
look into that file you’ll see your$display output near the bottom. For this
example the output is seen in Figure 6.26.

That’s not very convenient, but at least it is there if you need to look
for it. You can use this to trap errors usingif statements the same way you
would in a normalVerilog-XL simulation, just make sure that you’re testing
digital values against digital values. If you try to look at an analog value in
the Verilog testbench it’s likely to beZ or X.

A more convenient solution is to specify a file for the outputs of the
Verilog testbench. For example, a testbench for themixed-testsimulation
could be written as in Figure 6.27. In this example I’ve opened a file for
output using the$fopen Verilog command and then written my$display
outputs to that file. The output is shown in Figure 6.28

Final Words about Mixed Mode Simulation

Note that mixed-mode simulation is a little touchy and delicate. There are
lots of ways to break it. But, when it works it’s a great way to simulate larger
circuits withSpectreand still provide digital input streams using a Verilog
testbench. It is the recommended way to drive complex circuits so that
you can write testbenches in Verilog, and you can also write self-checking
analog simulations by includingif statements in your testbench that check
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// Vermix stimulus file.
// Default verimix stimulus.

integer file; // declare the file descriptor first
initial
begin

file = $fopen("/home/elb/IC_CAD/cadencetest/testout.txt");
a = 1’b0;
b = 1’b0;

$fdisplay(file, "Starting mixed-test simulation of NAND");
$fdisplay(file, "using digital inputs to an analog simulation");

#10 $fdisplay(file, "ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $fdisplay(file, "Error - that’s wrong!");

a=1;
#10 $fdisplay(file, "ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $fdisplay(file, "Error - that’s wrong!");

b=1;
#10 $fdisplay(file, "ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 0) $fdisplay(file, "Error - that’s wrong!");

a=0;
#10 $fdisplay(file, "ab = %b%b, out = %b", a, b, dout);
if (dout != 1) $fdisplay(file, "Error - that’s wrong!");

end

Figure 6.27:mixed-testtestbench file with file I/O

Starting mixed-test simulation of NAND
using digital inputs to an analog simulation
ab = 00, out = 1
ab = 10, out = 1
ab = 11, out = 0
ab = 01, out = 1

Figure 6.28:mixed-testtestbench file with file I/O
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the digital versions of your outputs.

6.5 DC Simulation

TheSpectre simulations that have been described in this Chapter until now
have been transient analysis. That is, you are applying a time-varying signal
to the circuit and you’re getting a simulation of the time-varying output of
the circuit in response to that input. This is valuable stuff, and is generally
what digital designers are mostly concerned about since this relates to the
operating behavior of the digital circuit over time. However, when we’re
looking at the behavior of the devices themselves, we may want to do aDC
analysis that looks at the steady state instead of the time-varying state. For
example, Figure 2.7 in your text [1] is a plot of steady state behavior of an
nmos transistor mapping theIds current asVds is changed. In fact, there
are five different DC analyses in this figure. Each of the five curves is a DC
analysis that holds theVgs at a fixed level, then sweeps theVds from 0v to
5v and plots the resultingIds.

To run the same DC analysis inSpectre, start by creating a schematic
with a singlenmosdevice and twovdcsupply nodes from either theNCSU Analog Parts
or theUofU Analog Parts libraries. The Composer version looks like Fig-
ure 6.29. To perform a DC analysis on this circuit you would fix the gate
voltage (it’s fixed at 3v in this Figure 6.29), and then do a DC sweep of
the Vds by sweeping the voltage of the othervdc component from 0 to 5
volts. To see theIds value you would plot the current at the transistor’s
drain instead of the voltage of a node.

Now you can follow the following steps to complete the DC analysis of
this circuit:

1. Open the schematic inComposer. Set the voltages of thevdc com-
ponents as they are in Figure 6.29.

2. SelectTools→ Analog Environment. When you choose theanaly-
sis typeselectDC instead oftran . This changes theChoosing Anal-
ysisdialog box toDC.

3. Choose your sweep variable for the DC analysis. In this case we’re
going to sweep the voltage of thevdc component that’s connected
to thenmosdrain so chooseComponent Parameterso that we can
select the component that we want to use for the sweep.

4. This changes the dialog box so that you can tell it which component
you’re going to select, which parameter of the component you want to
vary, and what the sweep range is of that parameter. Click onSelect
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Figure 6.29: Simple circuit for DC analysis (schematicview)

Componentso that you can select thevdc connected to the transistor
drain by clicking on it in the schematic.

5. When you select (click on) thevdc connected to the transistor drain,
you get another box (Figure 6.30)that asks you to select the compo-
nent parameter that you want to sweep. We want to sweep thedc volt-
age. Click on that and then OK. You’ll see that the component name
(/V1 in my circuit) and the parameter name (dc) have been added to
theChoosing Analysisdialog box which now looks like that in Fig-
ure 6.31.

6. Now enter the Sweep Range. Start from 0 and stop at 5. This will set
up the DC analysis to sweepVds from 0v to 5v during the analysis.
Click OK.

7. Back in the Analog Environment you need to select the outputs to
be plotted. Use the sameSelect on Schematicchoice that you’ve
used before, but instead of selecting a wire, select the red square on
the drain of thenmos transistor (the top leg of transistor M0 in Fig-
ure 6.29 - the one without the arrow). This will cause a circle to be put
around the drain, and the drain current will be plotted. This shows up
asM0/D for the output in my circuit (M0 is the transistor identifier,
andD is the drain current). TheAnalog Environment dialog box
should look like Figure 6.32 when you’re done.

8. Now run the simulation. You should get a waveform output like Fig-
ure 6.33 that has a singleIds curve for a 3v gate voltage (Vgs) and a
DC sweep from 0v to 5v onVds.
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Figure 6.30: Component parameter selection dialog box for DC analysis

6.5.1 Parametric Simulation

To generate a graph like Figure 2.7 in the book, you need to run five DC
analyses and plot them all together. Fortunately, there is an easy way to run
all five in Spectre. It’s calledparametric simulation. To get a parametric
simulation of all five curves in Figure 2.7, you need to run five different
simulations, each one with a differentVgs. In the book they are simulating a
180nm process with a 1.8v power supply. We’ll be using our0.6µ (600nm)
process with a 5v supply, so we’ll sweep from 1v to 5v (Vgs = 1v, 2v, 3v, 4v
and 5v). Here’s how to set up that parametric simulation:

1. Quit the Analog Environment and go back to editing your schematic.

2. Edit the properties of thevdc component connected to the gate of the
transistor (useq to get the properties dialog box). Change the DC
Voltage value from3 V to foo V. What you’ve done is change the
fixed value of 3 into a variable namedfoo.

3. Start up the Analog Environment and set up the same DC analysis
as before (DC analysis withComponent Parameteras theSweep
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Figure 6.31: DC analysis dialog box
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Figure 6.32:Analog Environment dialog box for DC analysis
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Figure 6.33: DC analysis output waveform for a single set of parameters
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Variable, the vdc connected to the drain as the component, anddc
voltageas the parameter name. Sweep the voltage from 0 to 5 volts).

4. Select the drain current as the output to be plotted, the same as before.
For parametric simulation it’s important that the selected outputs to be
plotted show up in theAnalog Environment control window as both
plot andsaveso that the waveform viewer can see the results from all
the runs. Ifsaveis not set you can set it by double-clicking the output
name in theOutputs pane of the window.

5. Now comes the tricky part. You have theVgs voltage defined as a vari-
ablefoo. You need to set that variable to some value. You could set
it to a fixed value by selectingVariables→ Copy From Cellview to
get foo into theDesign Variablespane, and then click on that design
variable to set the value to whatever you want it to be (3 for example).
Or, you can set things up so that all five DC analyses are run withfoo
set to a different voltage on each run.

6. First selectVariables→ Copy From Cellview to get thefoo variable
into theDesign Variablespane in theAnalog Environment dialog
box.

7. Now selectTools→ Parametric Analysis. This pops up aParamet-
ric Analysis window.

8. In this window enterfoo in the Variable Name slot, and range the
value of the variable from 1 to 5 with 5 total steps. The dialog box
looks like that in Figure 6.34.

9. Now chooseAnalysis→ Start and all five simulations will run, and
the results will be plotted in a single waveform window. The result
looks like Figure 6.35. Note that the parameters that were used on
each run (the value offoo in this case) are shown in the legend at the
top of the graph.

This parametric analysis feature is very slick. You can name all sorts of
parameters as variables in your schematics, and use the parametric analy-
sis feature to simulate over a range of values. In this case we did five DC
analyses: each one had a different fixedVgs and swept theVds from 0v to
5v and plotted the resulting drain current of the nmos device. But, you can
imaging using this technique to run all sorts of simulations where you want
to vary parameters over multiple simulation runs. The basic technique of
setting parameters in the components using variables and then using para-
metric analysis to do multiple simulation runs while varying the values of
those variables is the same.
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Figure 6.34: Dialog to set variable parameters for parametric simulation

Figure 6.35: Output of parametric DC simulation with five curves
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In particular, you can use the parametric simulation fortransient simu-
lation as well as forDC simulation. You could, for example, put a variable
in thecapacitancevalue of a load capacitor and do multiple transient simu-
lations with varying amounts of output load capacitance. Or vary the width
of transistors and run multiple transient simulations with different transistor
sizes. You can vary just about any parameter that can be set in theproper-
tiesbox. It’s a very powerful technique.
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